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Foxes I’ve seen by now

include one hunting in sagebrush for ore and brass and mountain 
pennies banked by glaciers while jackrabbits quarrel about the fox, her 
fortune teller, tell her they all have the strangest bones and marrows of 
mistrust because who knows what is back home around the round bale 
of bankruptcy?

I don’t, even though I’m investing dusk and dogs while the sun cashes 
out by burning a hole like foxpaw for snowvole. I leave Idaho, bound 
east near 96 sirens on a Pennsylvania power plant. Set off the silence in 
the forgotten phonetics of coming home.

A thousand years of ice melt in twenty-five while I read of Aldo 
Leopold shooting his last wolf, how he left the rimrock to stand over 
her green eyes and his regret and this privilege of weapons and wealth. 
Not every girl gets to come back home. Count the road-broken bitches.

Back home there will be a guard dog who paces in matrixes, muscles 
like chains around bones which are warmonger strong. She is not wily 
nor necessary, she is my parents’ panic, no pet, no fabled fox for Aesop. 
Now growls and absinthe weep absence from the seeds of our spires.

Whose old path is wet with leaves? Ruined Oak and Liar’s Birch. 
Starlings throw things away like championettes, and if the dog is an 
origin, the fox is an omen. Of what?  And where? Turnpike fox for 
adultery rain, floodplain fox for common bad luck, asylum fox behind 
the mad men’s
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ward where catbirds fight about how many foxes I have seen by now. 
(The Soviets once bred their foxes to tails tipped tame, stripes white on 
loan, marrows of trust.) Out fox, outfoxed. Find the book with foxing 
for it knows how long the guard dog and I can hold in our mouths the 
slivers of bones 

from the moons that we’ve caught. 


